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The Sacral Chakra



Oct/Nov 2017



QUANTUM LEAP TRAVELS

EGYPT: THE SACRAL CHAKRA TOUR

24 OCT - 8 NOV 2017

This tour not only comprises the absolute must-sees of any trip to Egypt but also many of the less well-known, often

over-looked and harder to access jewels of Ancient Egyptian architecture, history and mysticism.

Our highlights include - 7 nights at 5* Hotel at Giza, 5 nights 5* Nile Cruise, Crystal Desert Safari, Tel El Amarna,

Alexandria, Temple of Hathor, Valley of the Kings, Karnak temple, Hermopolis, Elephantine Island, The Serapeum,

The Temple of Isis, Saqqara, Abydos, Kom Ombo.

**An optional 2-day extension to trek Mount Sinai to meet sunrise is available with this tour.**

Our experienced and trusted guide is Mohamed Ibrahim - Egyptologist, Hieroglyphics Expert, Tour Guide and Company

Director



As the second destination on the QUANTUM LEAP TRAVEL TOURS (see https://drhelenkogan.com/about/) the theme for this

journey is THE SACRAL CHAKRA and the integration of polarities.

What this means for us as we travel is that we are looking to merge the science with our experience of what this

sacred land has to share with us.

You could say this journey is where The Left Eye of Horus School meets The Right Eye of Horus School.



These two mystery schools of Ancient Egypt are where students of the Right Eye of Horus would be taught sacred geometry,

mathematics, writing, language, etc.

While the School of The Left Eye of Horus concentrated on training for the right hemisphere of the brain and the exploration of

emotions, metaphysics, psychic energy

And when the two come together?

Well, that’s the spark of life!

And where better to enjoy that than in this land of the Gods.
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Mohamed and Helen look forward to sharing with you all that this tour has to offer.



Day 01 (Tuesday October 24th)



Upon arrival to Cairo airport, our representative will meet &amp; assist you, and will then transfer you to the five star Mena

House Hotel, situated directly in front of the pyramids. We will have our introductory meeting with Mohamed and Helen

at 17:00 and then we will go out for a Welcome Dinner. Overnight at Mena House Hotel (D)



Day 02 Giza Plateau (Wednesday October 25th)



After buffet breakfast, Mohamed Ibrahim will give us an introductory lecture about Ancient Egyptian History, after which

we will drive to visit the world famous Giza Plateau. We will explore the area around Pyramids will drive to the highest

spot, which is called the Panorama Area; it has the best view of the Pyramids and we will make our first visit to the

largest of the three pyramids, to inside the King’s Chamber. We will move east to explore Valley Temple next to the

Sphinx. We will eat lunch together at the Abu Shakra Restaurant. Overnight Mena House Hotel (B.L)

Day 03 Cairo (Thursday October 26th )

After breakfast will make a unique visit to Coptic &amp; Islamic Cairo. We will have Overnight Mena House Hotel (B.L)
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Day 04 Amarna (Friday October 27th)



After breakfast we drive to El Minya (around 4 hours). Akhenaton, who ruled the country for around 20 years tried to unify the

multi gods system that was spread all over Egypt in the period of the Old Kingdom and even afterwards to the worship of one

god, the sun god, Aten. Akhenaton transferred the traditional capital of Egypt at the time from Thebes to this region



After arrival we check-in, after 1 hour we start our journey to the mystical sites, Akenaton’s Tel el Amarna &amp; Beni Hassan

tombs. Overnight at Horus Hotel (B.L.D)

Day 05 Amarna-Abydos (Saturday October 28th )



After breakfast we’ll leave to visit an important site of ancient wisdom &amp; knowledge – Hermopolis – located near the

small city of Al Ashmunien. This is the city where the God Touth/Thoth was worshipped as an Ibis and baboon. He was

Hermes (hence, the modern name of the city) to the Greeks and Trismegistus of the hermetic texts, who was the scribe who

presided over all forms of knowledge. Next, we will drive to Tuna El Gebel, the necropolis to Hermopolis - It is best known for

the sprawling catacombs at the foot of the western cliffs, where thousands of ibises (dedicated to Thoth) and other sacred

animals were buried from the New Kingdom through Roman times. Afterwards we’ll drive to Abydos and check into our rooms

at the House of Life Hotel. Overnight Abydos Hotel (B.L.D)
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Day 06 Luxor (Sunday October 29th)

After breakfast we visit Seti I Temple, dedicated to Osiris. Behind this Temple lies the megalithic underground structure

‘’The Osirion’’. It has several depictions of the Flower of Life on the huge pillars. After lunch, we will be driven to Dendera

to visit the incredible Temple of Hathor, a site that Chris Dunn, author of Giza, The Power Plant, remarked should have

been listed as one of the ancient wonders of our world! Star maps depicted on the ceilings in this temple, and the replica



of famous Dendera Zodiac (the original is displayed at the Louvre in Paris) point to the ancient origins of astrology and

superior knowledge of our Solar System. Drive to Luxor, Overnight at Maritim Jolie Ville Kings Island Luxor (B.L.D)

Day 07 Nile Cruise (Monday October 30th )

After breakfast we will embark on our exploration of the sites on the West Bank including the Valley of the Kings and

Hatshepsut’s Temple. Hatshepsut, meaning ‘Foremost of noble ladies’, is considered the second historically confirmed

female pharaoh after Sobekneferu. The temple dedicated to her and built in a half circle of cliffs has been described as

one of the greatest Egyptian architectural achievements. After next visiting the Colossi of Memnon. , we’ll check into our

rooms on the luxurious 5-star Blue Shadow Cruise Ship and enjoy a buffet lunch. There will be time to relax before our

evening visit to Luxor Temple. Overnight at M/S Tuya (B.L.D)



Day 08 Nile Cruise (Tuesday October 31st )

Early morning visit to Karnak, the world’s largest temple. This huge temple complex in Luxor was one of ancient Egypt's

grandest and most ambitious building projects. Its multiple temple buildings are monuments to a list of pharaohs who all

wanted to stamp their mark on their kingdom's most revered religious sanctuary. This was the house of the gods, and its

glories were to be feted by all. During our visit we will experience the powerful Chapel of Sekhmet, the Neter who



represents the potent and purifying energies of the sun. Next we will visit the newly opened Precinct of Mut, one of the

four main temple enclosures that make up the Karnak Temple Complex. By noon we sail to Esna.

Overnight at the Nile Cruise (B.L.D)
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Day 09 Nile Cruise (Wednesday November 01st )

After breakfast we will gather together for lectures.

By late afternoon, our cruise ship will dock beside the Temples of Sobek &amp; Horus at Kom Ombo. It is here that the

ancient initiates would face and learn how to digest their fear &amp; anger (as represented by the crocodile Neter, Sobek),

emotions that can severely inhibit our spiritual growth. In Drunvalo Melchsidek’s second volume of The Ancient Secrets

of The Flower of Life, he mentions that this temple represents the second chakra, as it is the only one that’s dedicated to

polarity, or duality, which is the basis of sexuality, and tow god are associated with it – Sobek the crocodile god and

Horus. As you face the temple, the right half is dedicated to darkness and the left side to the light. How appropriate that

this was such an important site for initiations. Overnight at the Nile Cruise (B.L.D)
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After breakfast we will sail by motorboat to Elephantine Island,

where we will experience the unique and powerful energies of

this location – while also visiting the temple dedicated to the

Neter, Khnum, who was the “The Maker of the Ka”. On our way

back to the boat we will explore the famous Aswan granite

quarry which has the 1,200 ton Unfinished Obelisk, a structure

that only very few cranes worldwide could lift today, yet another

significant evidence of higher technologies used by the ancient

Egyptians. Overnight Nile Cruise (B, L, D)



Day 11 Aswan-Cairo (Friday November 03rd)

We will have the opportunity to visit the beautiful Isis Temple at midnight for a very different perspective and ambience.

Isis temple was an ancient pilgrimage centre for the cult of Isis. This sacred site was glorified from the Ancient

Egyptian era up to the Greek, Roman, and Byzantine periods with each ruler adding their own stamp onto the stones

here. Fly to Cairo in the afternoon. Overnight Le Meridian



Pyramids (B, L)

Day 12 Cairo (Saturday November 04th )

After Breakfast we will drive to Dashur where we will visit the

Red and Bent Pyramids, attributed to the King Sneferu. The Bent

Pyramid The lower part of the pyramid rises from the desert at a

55-degree inclination, but the top section is built at the

shallower angle of 43 degrees, lending the pyramid its very

obvious "bent" appearance. We will also visit the Open Air

Museum of Memphis before going back to our hotel. Overnight

Le Meridian Pyramids (B, L)

Day 13 Cairo (Sunday November 05th )

Drive to Alexandria, where we will visit many examples of Greek influence – by way of Catacombs Kom El Shuqafa,

Pompy’s pillar and the Roman Theatre; we will enjoy a very delicious sea food meal and drive back to Cairo. Overnight Le

Meridian Pyramids (B, L)
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Day 14 Cairo (Monday November 06th )

After Breakfast we will drive to Saqqara, home of the Step Pyramid attributed to King Djoser. You will be lead newly

opened pyramid ‘Pyramid of Unas’’ where we will see the first pyramid text. Also we will visit the mystical Serapeum, a

huge subterranean complex. We’ll stop for lunch on our way back to the hotel. Overnight Le Meridian Pyramids (B, L)

Day 15 Cairo (Tuesday November 07th)

Go back to Giza plateau again for our private visit to the great pyramid, followed by farewell dinner.

Overnight Le Meridian Pyramids (B, D)

Day 16 Cairo (Wednesday November 08th)

Departure (B)



Price

Price per person in DBL room (Sharing) $3700

Price per person in SGL room (Private) $4400

Includes

03 NTS at Mena House 5* (B.B) Pyramid’s View rooms

05 NTS at Le Meridian Pyramids 5* (B.B) Pyramid’s View rooms

01 NTS at Minya Horus Hotel* (B.B)

01 NTS at Abydos Hotel 5* (B.B)

01 NTS at Maritim Jolie Ville Luxor 5* (B.B)

04 NTS at Nile Cruise 5* (F.B)

01 Domestic flight (ASW/CAI)

Meals mentioned in the itinerary (B breakfast, L lunch, D dinner)

Meet &amp; assist at the airport

English speaking tour guide

02 bottles of water daily

Transportations to the mentioned sites by A C car

Entry tickets to the mentioned in the itinerary

Free copy of Why We Think The Way We Do and How To Change It by Dr Helen Kogan and Thomas Garvey

Excludes

Entry Visa to Egypt

Insurance

Laundry Service

Any other service or tour not mentioned in the itinerary

Energy work or consultations with Helen which can be paid for by donation



$500 deposit with registration will be required to confirm the booking &amp; Full payment to be made by 30th August.
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Optional Trip to Mount Sinai

Mount Sinai 2,285-metre (7,497 ft) near the city of Saint Catherine in the Sinai region is next to Mount

Catherine (at 2,629 m or 8,625 ft, the highest peak in Egypt). It is surrounded on all sides by higher peaks of

the mountain range and is considered a holy site by all the Abrahamic religions. It is mentioned many times in the

Book of Exodus and other books of the Bible, and the Quran. According to Jewish, Christian, and Islamic

tradition, the biblical Mount Sinai was the place where Moses received the Ten Commandments.



Day 1 Cairo-Sharm (Wednesday November 08th)

After breakfast we drive to Cairo airport to fly to Sharm El Shiekh, after we arrive to take the motor coach to Saint

Catherine, arrive &amp; check-in. At m 12:00 AM we start our journey to climb the mountain and watch the sunrise from the

top of the mountain. (B.D)

Day 2 Saint Catherine (Wednesday November 09th)



After the sunrise we descend the mountain and visit the monastery of Saint Catherine, drive back to the hotel for

breakfast &amp; shower, drive to Sharm El Shiekh airport to fly to Cairo. After arrival we check-in Le Meridian airport. (B.L)

Day 3 Cairo (Wednesday November 10th)

Departure (B)
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Dr Helen Kogan has had a lifelong interest in exploring the nature of conscious-ness. Initially

pursuing the path of scientific investigation, she followed her first degree in Neuroscience

with a doctorate in Behavioral Neuropharmacology. After her father’s death in 2004, Helen

temporarily took the role of Principal at The Kogan Academy of Dramatic Arts and remained

Chair of the board for a subsequent decade, while she also compiled and edited The Science

of Acting (Route ledge, 2009). She is currently awaiting publication of her second book, Why

We Think The Way We Do and How To Change It. Having extensively studied the mind and

consciousness from a scientific perspective, Helen subsequently spent ten years travelling

the world, learning how diverse cultures and ancient traditions understand life and heal the

mind/body/spirit. A main interest of Helen’s has been exploring the evolutionary leap in

consciousness we are all going through and how it’s affecting our wellbeing, everyday lives

and relationship…to life itself. This is the subject of her next writing project. Helen offers one-to-one consultations

incorporating energetic techniques of transformation. She also facilitates international tours, guiding and supporting

individuals and groups during their journeys of self-exploration and evolution. This is the same role she will holding for

this Egypt – The Sacral Chakra tour. For more information see www.drhelenkogan.com



Mohamed Ibrahim

Egyptologist, Hieroglyphics Expert, Tour Guide and Director

Mohamed Ibrahim, inspired by an equally passionate desire to share

his wisdom, offers a wide spectrum of knowledge regarding the

history, arts, literature, and culture of the ancient Egyptians.

Mohamed was born in Memphis, Egypt and studied (Ancient Egyptian,

Coptic, Islamic) Art and history at Helwan University in Cairo. He has

been working as a tour guide and a teacher of Hieroglyphics since

2000. Mohamed’s comprehensive knowledge of Ancient Egypt, along

with his background in comparative religions and spiritual studies has

enabled him to fill lecture halls and conduct a variety of successful

tours over the years. When he is not on tour, Mohamed frequently

lectures on Egyptian mythology ‐ its spiritual aspects in Egyptian art, and the Ancient Egyptian concept of Gods

and Goddesses.
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